BLUE CHEESE WINGS

For the adventurer of Buffalo’s towering glass dial, GENE McCARTHY’s take on the classic Old West-inspired 1948 Grille noons, mades made by the ‘oldest in the West’ labeled Frank’s Hot Sauce. This flavor-packed blend is one of the most popular in the world, and comes with creamy blue cheese and served with a side of blue cheese. At 12th Avenue Plaza, 1010 Fillmore St., Buffalo. www.genemccarthys.com

SPECIAL SAUCE WINGS

The top wing eatery in the Buffalo Wing Trail is Mammoser’s. In 1972, Frank Jr. crafted his first homemade wing sauce and named it Mammoser’s Original Wing Sauce, which is sold by the bottle at the restaurant and in local supermarkets. The sauce, which has been in production since its inception, is made from white vinegar, garlic, salt, and cayenne pepper. This is the original Buffalo Wing Sauce that started the food craze of the 1990s.

BUFFALO CHICKEN WING SOUP

Five Points Bakery – located at 731 Elmwood Ave, serves this head-turning, towering platter of french fries made from jumbo chicken wings. They are deep-fried, then served with a side of blue cheese style container of white chocolate dipping sauce. Satisfy your sweet tooth after stopping on the trail.

BUFFALO CHICKEN RAMEN

Sato Ramen – located at 570 Main St, Buffalo serves Buffalo chicken ramen, filled variety is served with blue cheese from St. Agur, France and a portrait of John F. Kennedy reflects the Ward’s rich history of Buffalo. The 2019 People’s Choice at The Buffalo Wing Trail.

BUFFALO WING TRAIL

The Buffalo Wing Trail features a dozen of the BEST WING JOINTS IN THE WORLD. It starts at LMO’S BAR & RESTAURANT (BG 1). The trail runs clockwise, so that you could start at any number and end up where you started.

The Buffalo Wing Trail is an essential food tourism journey to the top of the Buffalo food pyramid on any Buffalo trip. It provides a slow burn and an extra kick of spiciness. Buffalo Wing Trail is a delicious, salty, and spicy wing-making process, resulting in a drive-in that’s incredibly flavorful and just plain fun on the tour.

SCHWABL’S BUFFALO FRIES

Located at 1045 Grant St., Buffalo, these fries are so good and100% fresh cut fries, serving an inventive pairing of buffalo sauce – one of the most flavorful in town – in its purest form. The fries are served with blue cheese, a perfect side dish for your main course on the trail.

BUFFALO CHEESE WINGS

Schwabl’s – located at 1100 Main St, Buffalo, serves this head-turning, towering platter of french fries made from jumbo chicken wings. They are deep-fried, then served with a side of blue cheese style container of white chocolate dipping sauce. Satisfy your sweet tooth after stopping on the trail.

BUFFALO GIRL

6th Street – located at 6th Street in Allentown, Buffalo, serves up some of the most unique – and tasty – wings in New York. The Buffalo Wing Trail.
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PAINTED WINGS

**“BUFFALO STYLE”**

**BIG-TAXER'S (366 Main St.)**

The menu is dominated by buffalo wings in all styles, from sweet and sour (their signature) to classic hot. The menu also features a variety of other dishes, including salads, sandwiches, and even desserts. The atmosphere is casual and welcoming, with a rustic feel that is perfect for enjoying a meal with friends.

**LENOX GRILL**

This restaurant offers a diverse menu with a focus on seafood and steak. Their buffalo wings are a popular choice, with a variety of sauces and flavors to choose from. The atmosphere is cozy and intimate, with a bar area that is perfect for enjoying a drink and a meal.

SOUTH BUFFALO WINGS

**BLAIRE'S (185 Main St., East Aurora)**

The vibe is casual and welcoming, with a large outdoor seating area perfect for enjoying a meal on a sunny day. The menu features a variety of dishes, including wings, steaks, and seafood. The buffalo wings are a standout dish, with a variety of sauces to choose from.

**KOREAN BBQ WINGS**

**DUNKIN DONUTS**

This national chain offers a variety of wings, including buffalo wings. The menu also features a variety of other dishes, including donuts, coffee, and tea. The atmosphere is casual and welcoming, with a variety of seating options to choose from.

**SHUGY WINGS**

**LENOX GRILL**

This restaurant offers a diverse menu with a focus on seafood and steak. Their buffalo wings are a popular choice, with a variety of sauces and flavors to choose from. The atmosphere is cozy and intimate, with a bar area that is perfect for enjoying a drink and a meal.

**PIZZA & WINGS: Buffalo’s Best Combo**

There are plenty of spots to enjoy a delicious pizza and wings in the area. Some popular options include Duff’s Wings and Beer, Blackthorn Restaurant & Pub, and Doc Sullivan’s Pub.

**ORIGINAL BUFFALO WINGS**

The story of the buffalo wing begins with a story of innovation, hard work, and determination. In 1964, Teressa Bellissimo introduced the world to the buffalo wing, a dish she created in response to a request from a customer. The buffalo wing is now a beloved staple of the Buffalo food scene and has become a symbol of the city’s unique culinary heritage.

**CLASSIC BUFFALO WINGS**

Early adopters of the buffalo wing were local pizzerias in the 1960s, including La Nova Pizzeria, which serve them alongside their pies. Within a decade of the Anchor Bar introducing wings that cups and chars while baking. Within a decade of the Anchor Bar introducing wings that cups and chars while baking.

**AMERICA’S TASTIEST DRIVE**
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